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The results we given of force and pressure measurements on a 103 thick' 
~8~ sweptback wing of modern design mounted on B szmplifled body with fin. 
Boundary layer transitron on the wing upper surface was left free or fixed by 
one of two alternative roughness bands. 

The development of regions of separated flow and associated shock wave 
positions ape shown to be ve,ry sensitive to transztlon conditions, particularly 
when the pressure gradient ahead of the main shook wave IS smell. 

The applxabillty of the results to full scale is dxscussed. The 
"forward band" results generally give the best guide to drag, incidence end 
pitching moment for a given low CL, but the lift and pitching moinent breaks 81-e 
too low at the higher Mach numbers (M t 0.78); the breaks are also too gradual. 
The "aft band" results should gave a good indication of CL for lift and pitching 
moment breaks for M 2 0.84 but the denatlons from low CL behanour become 
too gentle from CL values very near the breaks for M = 0.84 and M = 0.86. 

At M = 0.80, CL values at the breaks are too high with aft bands, as they 
generally ale with no bad, because of a larmnar boundary layer interaction with 
the maxn shock. 

In the general context of transltxon fixing technique, the results and 
analysx provde a good illustration of the owe needed under conditions wth an 
incipient rear separation (class B flow) and of the value of detailed pressure 
plotting. There are examples of where 

(i) the results are invaldated as a result of a l.am~~~ boundary layer-shock 
wave interaction, 

(ii) th e results are invaldated by a major nteraction between a rear 
separation end. the boundary layer-shock interaotlon, 

(iii) the results are spuriously optimdxo, probably because the boundary 
layer is in a transitional state at the shock, i.e., with the 
roughness band just ahead of the shook. 

To obtain reliable predictions of full-scale behaviour for wings simdar 
to that tested here, tests will be needed with several (i.e., three or more) 
different roughness ban&s. 

_______-___-_______--_---------------1-;------------------------------------------- 
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‘. - Introduction 

The results of the first serxes of tests on a model knoim as M.29/1 
were presented In Ref.1. This showed a need for furt!xr tests to help m the 
interpret&Ion of the data and its extrapolation to full scale conditions. 

Consequently, the wug was modified by the installatxon of three chordwse 
rows of' pressure plotting holes and was retested in Auwst, 1968. In edclltlon 
to measuring the pressure distributions for the oonaitions of the earlier tests, 
forces and pressures were measured using different transition fxung techniques. 

The development of the pressure dutrzbutions has been described with 
some reference to results from section tests but detailed comparisons are outside 
the scope of this note. 

The appluaability of the results to full scale is discussed in some 
detail. 

The reader is adv~ed to obtain a brief overall apprecx&ion of the 
results from the conclusions before reading the detaded discussion. 

2. Details of Model ana Tests 

Details of the model geometry are given in Ref.2 where It is described 
as the "first configuration of model M.29/l" md in Ref.1. The wmg - fuselage - 
fin configuration was used. The planvlew of the wxng is shown In Flg.1, which 
also shows the layout of the main pressure plotting holes and of the alternative 
transition flxlng strips. The three rows of pressure plottin holes added after 
the first test series were at rl = 0.438, q = 0.600 and ri = 0.800, where r, 1s 
the proportion of the gross semi-span. The pressure pouts were on the upper 
surface of the port wing and the lower surface of the starboard wing. 

For all of the tests described here the lower surface of the wing ha& 
8 0.05" wide transition strip of 0.004" - 0.005" dia. ballotlni stuck to the 
wing with a thin fd.m of Aralaite with its leading edge on a straght line 
joining 5% root chord to 5% tip chord. The upper surface of the wing had either 
no band or an identxalband (in planform position, ballotini size and strip 
wdth) to that on the lover surface or a 0.05" wide band of 0.006" - 0,0@7" &a. 
ballotini with its leaclIng edge on a series of straight lines luAi.ng the 
following points:- 

$ nett semi-span 0 50 85 100 

07 ,o 0' 40 40 30 10 

where c' 1s the local chord on an unaguxvy wing with a trailing edge extension 
to 8 straight line Joining the trailing edge of the body siae chod to the 
trailing edge of the tip chord. For convenience, the upper surface bands are 
referred to in the text and figures as the forward or aft roughness bands. Oil 
flow tests (in which the oil wea not appllea very close to the roughness) showed 
that there were no signifxant areas of 1amine.r flow behind the forwar& roughness 
bands at M = 0.75, CL = 0.57; M = 0.78, CL = 0.46 and M = 0.84, 

CL = 0.59 or behind the aft bands at M = 0.84, CL = 0.32, 0.38 and 0.50. 

The leading edge of the aft band intersects the pressure plotting statlons 
at 0.490 for q = 0.438, 0.47c for q = 0.60 ana 0.37~ for ‘i = 0.80. 
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The tests 711th the forward band covered a Mach number range from 
hl = 0.50 to II = 0.92 at a tunnel stagnation pressure, H, of 1.00 
atmosphere giving B Reynolds number based on the wing aerodynamic mean chord, 
vall~~g from about R = 2,JO x Id at h! = 0.50 to R = 2.90 x IO' 
at M = 0.80 and R = 3.00 x IO6 at I>! = 0.92. The tests vlth the aft 
bend. were at M = 0070 and H = 1.00 atmosphere and from E = 0.80 to 
IsI = 0.92 at II = 1.20 atmospheres with additional tests at M = 0.84 with 
H = 0.80 atmospheres and H = 1.00 atmosphere. 171th no roughness band on 
the upper surface the range covered was from h: = 0.80 to Ii = 0.92, all 
at atmospheric stagnation pressure. 

The incidence range for force and. pressure measurements normally 
extended from near zero lift to beyond the pitch up or to model buffet. All tests 
were at zero sidesllp. A few flow visualisatzon tests, using txtanlum oxide in 
oil, were done, mostly at M = 0.84. 

3. Reduction of Results -- 

The overall data wzre reduced to non-dimensional coefficient form using 
the model geometry as speoifxd 1x1 Ref.2, viz, 

gross wing area = 3.452 ft'. 

aerodynamic mean chord, E = 8.931 in. 

The pitching moments were referred to a point at 0.3: of the gross 
wing and 1.263 in. below the fuselage centre line. 

Corrections were applied for the sting and balance deflection under 
load, the tunnel flow pltch angle, empty-tunnel buoyancy, tunnel constread., 
blockage, blockage buoyancy and sting xderference. Alsod the drag data were 
converted to a constant Reynolds number of Xc= = 3 x IO , independent of test 
Mach number. This conversion assumed that the change in drag with Reynolds 
number was the same as the estzmated change in profde drag mth transition at 
5% chord. It takes no account of any changes of separation drag with Reynolds 
number nor of any changes of transltlon posltion with Reynolds number. Vxth the 
aft roughness band on the upper surface and. 1amlne.r flow back to the band right 
across the span the variation of profile drag with Reynolds number would be 
about 5% less than with transltlon at 5$ chord, so the use of the same correction 
for the aft band as for the forward band introduces errors of less than 
0.0001 in CD, very much less than the effects of un!aown movements m 
transItion positlon ahxh must occur under some condltxons with the aft band. 

Further d&ads of most oorrectlons are given in Ref.1 

4. Presentation of Results 

The bulk of the figures are a system&lo record of results from the 
tests with the three different upper surface transition conditions. The list 
of figures at the beglnnlng of the note gives the order in whloh the results 
appear. There are clearly gross differences in the pressure alstrlbutions and 
consequently in the for&es and moments measured with the different bound-/ layer 
conditions. These differences and the likely full-scale behaviour will be 
discussed later in order of increasing Mach number 

The/ 
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The only aspect of the presentation which need be mention&. here 1s the 
layout of F&.6-15 giving the pressure dlstributlons. The normal layout of a 
half sheet of these figures shows chordwise distributions at the three statlons 
on the mung for the three different transition conddions at the same Each number 
and at slmd3.r values of lncxience and lift coeffxxnt. The origins for the 
three stations are staggered by rncrements of O-10 in X/G and either 0,20 
o.l+c or 0.60 3.n c but the distributions at a ;-lven statlon for the different 

P' 
conditions are not staggwwl. In a few oases two sets of distrlbutlons for one 
transition fixing conditxon are mcluded, eltiier because dcerpolation 1s needed 
to obtain comparable conditions, or because 3lfferent sets are needed for 
comparisons near constant CL than near constant xxideince. In so3e other cases 
results fron only one or two of the transition fixing conditions nre shown. 

5. Dxcussion of Results and Possible Extrapolation toeFlIght Conditions 

The main d~scusslon of the results will consider one test Mach number 
at * time in ascending order. The pressures and the forces and moments are so 
mter-related that they ~111 be discussed together. It ml11 often be necessary 
to use evidence f?cm a higher Mach number than the one under axcusslon. 

One feature that occurs repeatedly 1s the marked sensitivity of pressure 
distributions and hence of lift and pitching moment to the upper surface transition 
conditions. To avod repetition later in the text, It 1s worth stating here the 
philosophy (based largely on Refs.3 and 4) that, to represent full scale condltzons 
at which there IS an interaction between a shock-induced separatzon and a rear 
separation, the boundary layer must be turbulent ahead of the shock, and the 
boundary layer thickness and profile at the trading cage must be correctly scaled. 
For less extreme conditions, where there mould. be no rear separation at fill scale, 
the boundary layer must be turbulent ahead of the shook, but the other requirwent 
may be relaxed so long as the thickness and profile ahead of the shock are not so 
altered in relation to full scale that after interact;on wth the shock .s resr 
separation IS provoked. lith natural transition, the requlremnnt for correct 
thickness scaling at the trailing edge implies lamxx~r flov to about 0.45~ in 
these tests. If transition is provoked artificially, the trip causes sddltlonal 
thickening of the boundary layer so that the thickness at the trailink edge 
corresponds to that with natural transltlon somewhere ahead of the roughness band. 
Hence, the ideal position for the roughness band, from the boundary layer 
thickness criterion, 1s further aft than one would deduce by Ignoring thx effect. 
However, with the narrow roughness bands used III these tests the effect should 
be small and it has been ignored in the following discussion, In general for the 
Reynolds numbers of these tests, a lamx~~r boundary lwer-shock wave i&x-action 
will give an optlmxstic result and too th+ck a boundary layer at the trailzng 
edge wzll give a pesslmlstic result. The terms "optimistic" and "pesslmist]~" 
are used here u1 the narrow context of lift and pitch breaks and divergences from 
linear curves and not in relatjon to stressing condztlons. 

The drag results will not generally be discussed in detail with the 
other results. The drag data from the first test serves have been presentd 1n 
Ref.1 and the results from the second series with the forwara roughness bad are 
in good agreement with these earlier results. For Mach number and CL below the 
onset of significant flow separstlon, these fo~ard. band results should, nith 
allowances for Reynolds number changes and items not represented on the model, 
give the best wallable guide to fill scale drag. For some ether conditions the 
flow outside the boundary layer is far better represented in tests with other 
transition fixes, but, in these cases, the extent cf lsminar flow on the wing 

is/ 
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is unknown and may be varying rapdly with M and CL" It 1s therefore 
dangerous to try and draw general conclusions about drag from any tests without 
forward bands, It would be possible in principle, to use a subllmatlon method 
to measure the extent of lamely flow for specified conditions and to calculate 
the effects by strip methods but this would be very costly and could only be 
justdled for a small number of important conditions. 

5.1 M = 0.50 

The pressure distributions (Flg.6) develop with CL in much the same 
way at the three pressure plotting stations until the onset of separation. 
BY CL = 0.772 the tradmg edge pressure has diverged at all three stations 
and the leading edge suction 

I: 
eak has almost collapsed at the outer station. At 

this CL the roughness band only the forward band was used at this Mach number) 
is in a very steep adverse pressure gradlent ana introduces quite notxeable 
local distortions into the pressure distributions. 

The CL - 0~ curve (Fig.Za) is linear up to about CL = 0.60, 
cl = 4O, and then loses slope gradually. The C, - CL curve (Flg.ja) breaks 
slowly in a pztoh-up sense from a somewhat lower CL. The local CL - a curves 
(Flg.58) derived from integration of the pressures show a gradual loss of lift 
curve slope at ri = 0.438 and 11 = 0.80 from a 2 4" ma a maximm local 
cL on the outer statlon at OL E 6O. Except at the extreme root, trading edge 
pressures (Flg.16) show a gradual divergence from CL = 0.60 i.e., a 2 4". 

All this suggests that the loss of overall lift curve slops 1s due to 
a combination of a trailing edge separation across most of the span and a leadIng 
edge separatzon spreading in from near the tip. The boundug- layer at the 
trailing edge is, of course, too thxk to give anaccurate representation of 
full scale conditions. There may be some extra thxkening due to the roughness 
band but, apart from this, it IS xnpossible to get a thin enough boundary layer 
by alternative transition fixing techniques as the &verse gradient behind the e 
leading edge suction peak wdl cause transition. There 1s some evdence at 
M = 0.70 of a laminar separation near the leading edge at high CL and this 
situation IS also likely to exist at M = 0.50. Thus slgnifioant scale effects 
are likely on both contributions to the stall at M = 0.50. The trailing edge 
separation would obviously be delayed at higher Reynolds number but the scale 
effects on the leading edge separation are less certtin. The techniques 
necessary to improve the representation of full scale at this Mach number were 
not investigated in this case. 

5.2 M = 0.70 

Figure 7a shows pressure distributions over a wide range of CL with 
the forward roughness band. 171th increase in incidence a suction peak develops 
near the leading edge, becomes a supersonic region ending in a shock wave and 
widens as the shook moves back. The roughness band is generally near the top 
of the peak, rather than in the steep adverse gradient as at M = 0.50, and its 
local effect on the pressure dlstrlbutlons is not so obvious. However; Flg.7b 
shows some comparisons with tests in which an aft band was used, i.e., as far 
as the suction peaks are concerned, with no Interference from a roughness band. 
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It 1s seen from these ccmparuons that wlthout the uderference of the had the 
boundary layer separates, presumably as a lanunar layer, over a small region 
near the "peak". The forward roughness band, whether or not It is far enough 
ahead of the shock t9 ensure a filly turbulent shock wave-boundary layer 
interaction, appears to suppress the tendency f'x a lsmux~ separation and the 
associated lift loss (thickening of the boundary layer and lowering of wctl9ns 
ahead of the shock), partxularly at the outer statloos. At CL 2 0.57 the 
shock has probably moved back far enough for the form&d roughness band to fix 
transitIon fully ahead of it. It seems therefore, that at M = 0.70 in 
contrast to higher Mach numbers, the aft band. results with‘ a lamins? shock wave 
boundary layer lnteraotlon are pesslmx.tlc. The results with the forward band 
we to be preferred and some favourable scale effect 1s to be expected with the 
change to full scale. 

5.3 M = 0.78 

The development of the pressure dzstrlbutlons at the three stations 
(Fig.8) is basically sunllar. At low CL, B leadzng edge suction peak forms as 
moidence is increased. ,A separate "hump" also forms behind the peak at 
20 - 3% chord. This 1s simdar to the dutributions found in two duxnslonal 
tests on the corresponding aerofoil at eqllvalent conditions. With lnorease in 
CL a shock is formed, apparently from the amalgamation of the leading edge peak 
and the "hump". The dutrlbutions for CL = 0.529 show the shock about 0.060 
further forward at q = 0.438 than at the other stations, where the mzddle of 
the steep pressure rise is at about 0.330. Ylth further increase in CL the 
shock wave mcves back to about o&00 at q = 0.438 ma. about 0.360 at 
q = 0.60 but forward at q = O,fZO 171th a corresponding divergence of trailing 
e&ye pressure. With still further zncrease in CL the fwward movement of the 
shock and the divergence of the trading edge pressure (Fig.16) progress inboard. 
The force and moment results show a loss of lift curve slope and a progressive 
pitch up 8s the flow separatun spreads inboard 
distributions by forward movement of the shock IFg:;~%: "t:*En~"~zpmr; 
divergence (Fig.16) and on Flg.5a by maxuxa In the local CL values. 
of Flg.5a for M = 0,78. are rather d-Lf?erent zn character fron those at lower 
M, breaking sharply (for the outer two statlons) at maximum local CL nith 
little prevxous curvature. The conditions for maxuxun local CL at the two 
outer stations correlate roughly on a "Nach number normal to shock" basis, the 
lower maximum CL at q = 0.80 resulting from e. further forward, less swept 
shook at that station. 

d With the transltlon band at 5," o hod, the only positlon tested at this 
Mach number, the boundaly layer is too thick to represent full scale conditlcns 
at the shock and at the trading edge. ;?ith a firther aft transition band It 
might have been possible to get nearer to full scale conditions but the shock is 
too far forward to avoid a laminar interaction and still keep the boundary layer 
thin enough at the trading edge. In addltlon, even if a band were placed as 
far back as possible to keep ahead of the shook wave-boundary layer interaction 
there is a risk that the adverse gradient behind the leading edge suction peak 
might fix transition ahead of the band. 

There/ 
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There would certainly be an increase m the CL for lift break and 
pltch up &ith a change to full scale Reynolds number. There is evidence that at 
higher Mach numbers the corresponding CL improvement 1s about O.lO,but It is 
likely to be less than this at M = 0.78. The changes after the break wculd 
probably be mere rapid at full scale. 

5.4 M = 0.80 

The pressure distributions at low CL (Flg.Ya) develop rather 
ddferently on the inner and outer stations. At q = 0.438 two shocks develop, 
one from the "hump" in the pressure distributlcn around 2C$ chord as at M = 0.78 
and the other from the back of the roof top near 6% chord. At q = 0.80 a 
single shock develops from the "hump". At the intermediate statlon the 
behaviour could be classed as somewhere between the others with depending on CL 
snd transition conditions. At CL = 0.437 with the forward band there are 
two shocks about I$ chord apart but at CL = 0.1+61 with no transition band 
there is either a single shock with the pressure rise on the surface spread ever 
about 2@ chord, as might ccour with a lsminar boundary lsyer ahead of the shock, 
or perhaps two shocks about 1% chord apart. The line on that Figure has been 
drawn to suit the first interpretation. 

The pressure distributions at CL values between 0.56 and 0.70 

(Fig.%) include several features of importance to the interpretation of the forces 
and moments. The basic shock pattern on the upper surface has now developed into 
that whxh applies, except at low CL, for all higher Mach numbers. Inboard are 
two converging shocks, a "forward" one sweeping back from near the root leading 
edge and a "rear" one at the end of the "roof top", with a single "outboard" 
shock from their intersection. For the conditions of the left hand side of the 
figure, the intersection of' the shocks is outboard of 11 = 0.438, whereas, on 
the r&t hand side of the figure, a single shock at q = 0.438 shcws that the 
intersectxon is inboard of that station. 

Considering the left hand side of Fig.Yb, at q = 0.438 the aft 
roughness band is between the shock waves. Oil flow tests on this and other 
tings have shown that, in this sort of condition, the forward shock would 
regularly provoke transition, assuming the boundary lsyer was laminar up to the 
shock; hence the aft band is unnecessary at this station in this case. At 
q = 0.60 the aft transition band IS at 0.47c, too far back to fix transitIon 
ahead of the shock and the pressure dlstrlbution Just ahead of the shock appears 
to have the rcunaed form typxal of a lsmxwr interaction. At 'I = 0.80 the 
aft transition band is at 0.37c, which may be just far enough ahead of the shock 
but this is doubtfil. The shape of the pressure aistrlbutlon immediately ahead 
of the shock does not suggest a lamlnar lnteractlcn but 1s mcrs likely to be the 
combined result of a transitiznal boundary layer ud.eracticn and the local 
perturbations due to the rcugness band than to a turbulent boundary layer 
interaction. 

With the shock pattern present under these conaltions (see Fig.Yb) the 
position of the forward shock on any station whxh It cresses is very sensitive 
to incidence and to pressure distribution ahead of it on other sections. Detailed 
comparisons for the different transition conditions could therefore be very 
confusing in this respect. There are appreciable differences between the different 

roughness/ 
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roughness configurations in the posItIons of the rear shock at '1 = 0.438 and 
the single outboard shock at '1 = 0.60 even before any szgnlficant divergence 
of trading edge pressure at these statIons. However, It IS not clear whether 
this 1s an indxcation of the sensztlvity o f sectional behaviour to boundary 
layer conditioos or whether this, too, IS a three dimensional effect, with the 
shock position at 17 = 0.60 being influenced by that at 1 = 0.80 (where 
the trailing edge pressure has started to diverge with the forward band) and the 
rear shock position at 11 = 0.438 depending on the spanwiss position of the 
intersection point of the three shock system. 

For the higher CL values on the right hand side of the Plgure, the 
roughness band 1s too far back at all three pressure plotting statlons to fix 
transitvx ahead of the shock. nith the forward band the trwling edge pressure 
has started to dlverge at all three statIons. At 11 = 0.438 the lower 
surface pressure shows a further divergence than that on the upper surface, 
The technique of pressure plotting the upper surface of one wing and the lower 
surface of the other can probably be blsmecl for a mz.leading result here. The 
lower surface pressure distributions are not severe enough to Cause separation 
so the greater divergence must be due to an asymmetry with a mere severs upper 
surface separation on the wing which 1s pressure plotted on the lower surface. 

The similarity of pressure distributions and forces for the aft band 
and no band supports the suggestion that the aft band is too Par back to give 
any reliable data at thus Mach nm'ber ana leads to a conclusion that at full 
scale the lift break and pitch up would probably occur at scme CL between those 
given by forward and aft band results. 

At CL "- 0.70 the comparison of pressure distributions at rl = 0.80 
wzth the aft roughness band and with no roughness band on the top surface 
(Fig.9b) shows a more rearward shock position and better tralllng edge pressure 
recovery with the aft bend. This suggests that a roughness band on the surface 
beneath the interaction region between a shock wave and a lsminar boundary layer 
can delay the forward movement of the shock in some way. Even with sur~llar 
results at M E 0.82, 0.86, the evdence here is hardly strong enough to 
prove that this is a genuine effect and not just scatter resulting from 
variations in the extent of transztlon uduced well forwad by some means 
( e.g., dirt). However, there 1s suffxient unpublished evuience on another 
model to show that the effect is genuine. The results with an aft band Just a 
little too far back can therefore be more optunutic than for transltron free 
tests. 

5.5 M = 0.82 

At low CL there 1s quite a marked dzfferer.ce in the development of 
the pressure distributions at rl = 0.438 and at the other stations (Fig.lOa). 
At 11 = 0.438 a shock forms from the end of the "roof top" before the leading 
edge peak and the "hump" bebind it begin to amalgamate into a forward shock. On 
the other two stations there is no sign of a shock forming from the end of the 
roof top but separate shocks form from the leadjng edge peak and the "hump" just 
behind it an& move well back before amalgamating. Both these forms of 
development can be seen in the results of sect%on tests on correspondxng aemfods 
but at different Mach numbers. Hence, at q = 0.438 under these conditions, 
the planfom kink, the root effects on the subcritical pressure distributions 
and the three dimensional shock system developing from them produce a result 
that looks qualitatively like the effect of a reduction in effective sweep in 
relating the pressures over the three-dimensional wing to two-dimensional data. 

The/ 
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The pressure alstributions for CI, '=. 0.1+5 in Fig.lOa show the 
sensitivity of the three-dimensional shock pattern to oomparatlvely small changes 
ahead of the forward shook. Compared with those w1t.h the aft band, the 
distributions ahead of the forward shock with the forma& band (admltteclly at a 
slightly higher CL) show higher suctions oorresponalng to higher local Mach 
numbers wzth a consequent increase in the sweep angle of the forward shook. 
Hence at ? = 0.60 the forward shook is much farther aft with the forward band. 

For lift coeffxients between about O.&O and 0.60 it 1s just possible 
that the aft band 1s far enough ahead of the outer wing shock to give a 
turbulent boundary layer interaction. It would require consderable extra testing 
to establish whether or not this IS so. If the shook-boundary layer lnteraotion 
is turbulent, then the CL for lift break and pitch up given by this oonfxguratlon 
should be representative of full scale conditions because the boundary layer 
thxtiess at the trailing edge would be approxunately correctly scaled. If not, 
then the tunnel measurements could be optimutic. 

Whatever the correct interpretation of data for O.!+O < CL < 0.60, 
there IS no doubt that at thu Mach number the results with the aft band or with 
no band on the upper surface become optimistic relative to full scale, because of 
a laminar interaction, immedxately the lift and pitching moment curves for these , 
transition conditions start to break, i.e., above CL = 0.60. Comparison of 
results with the aft band and with no band was the subject of further comment in 
the discussion of results for M = 0.80. 

Considering absolute levels of lift and pitching moment curves as 
distinct from the positions of breaks, it 1s necessary to consider differential 
boundary layer growth on the two surfaces. With the aft band on the upper surface 
and a forward band on the lower surface (as III the tests referred to briefly as 
"aft band") the differential growth must be very different from fill scale so the 
actual values of a and Cm at a given CL from the aft band tests ~111 not 
be representative of full scale. For low enough CL, me., before the onset of 
separation with the forward transition band, a end cm et a given CL from 
the forward band tests may well be nearer to the full scale values, since these 
quantities tend to be more sensitive to differential transition movements on the 
upper and lower surfaces than to Reynolds number changes with transItion near 
the leading edge on both surfaces. However, there is a small effect of the 
roughness band positlon, and presumably of Reynolds number, on the shock position 
prior to the onset of separation whloh for a given CL would give a lower 
and probably a lower C et full scale. m 

5.6 M = 0.Q 

Again, asat M = 0.82, there are marked differences in the 
development of the pressure clutributions at the three stations looking 
quslitatlvely like the result of a smaller effective sweep angle Inboard. It 
appears that the effects of the planform kink and the root extend to at least 
'1 = 0.60 since this station now develops a shock from the end of the roof top 
whereas at Y = 0.80 the mein shook appears to grow from the middle of the 
roof top region. 

Pressure/ 
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Pressure distrlbutxxx are presented for the aft position only of the 
top surface roughness band at this Mach number, except for CL 2 0.46 (Flg.llb). 
At this oondltlon the forward shock at q = 0.438 1s ahead of the aft 
roughness band. With the aft band, the pressure rise through the forward shook 
IS spread ever about 0.15 of the chord, suggesting a lamlnar interaction and 
that the adverse gradlent. between about 0.05~ and 0.100 1s lnsuffxlent to 
trip the boundary layer. Slmllarly at CL = 0.588 (Fig.llc) the boundary layer 
appears to remain laminar to the forward shock. 

At the other stations, apart from near CL = 0.30 there IS no adverse 
gradient suffloient to fix transition ahead of the aft roughness band or the main 
shook (whichever 1s f'urther forward). Even at CL = 0.35, where the adverse 
gradients at the rear of the leading edge peak are quite steep, an oil flow test 
with transition free on the upper surface showed laminar flow back to the 
shock over slgnlfloant parts of the span although over other parts there was 
turbulent flow from near the leading edge. For CL less than about 0.60 the 
aft band IS far enough forward to fix transltion ahead of the shock and, since 
it IS in about the right plaoe to gave a boundary layer thickness at the tralllng 
edge equivalent to full scale conditions, the outer wing behavzour should be 
representative of full scale. Since the start of the lift break and pitch up are 
due to the outer wing the tunnel tests with the aft band should give reliable 
results for the CL at which these phenomena occur. However, very little of the 
curves for CL > 0.60 satisfy the oondltion of turbulent flow ahead of the 
shock as the forward movement of the shock associated wxth lift break and pitch 
up rapidly brings It close to the roughness band. An oil flow test at 
C = 0.57 showed several small regions of &miner interaction scattered across 
tke outer wing; at this CL, none of these are large enough to have much 
influence on the overall posltion of the shock but, to judge from the pressures, 
they must become much more pronounced with a small further increase in CL0 
.%nce a laminar lnteractzon usually gives an optimistic result and a lsminar 
interaction complicated by interference from a roughness band can give even mole 
optimlstio results (see M = 0.80), the full scale lift break and pitch up 
would be expected to be sharper than the tunnel (aft band) results and 
consequently any useable CL derived from these tunnel results would be 
optimistx. The forward band results are of course very pessxnxstia m this 
context. 

Remarks made for M = 0.82 about full scale values of a and C 
at a given CL apply equally to M = 0.84. The hump in the C - CL ourvi ill 
for 0.25 < CL < 0.45 and the corresponding dip in the CL - a curve for the 
aft fix (and for transition free on the top surface) are probably due to the 
variations in transition posltion cn.the outer wing mentioned earlier. 

The effect on the pressure dzstrlbutions of the comparatively small 
changes m Reynolds number achieved by testing at three values of stagnation 
pressure cannot be Isolated because the varying dynamx pressure results m 
dIfferant sting and balance deflections and consequently different corrected 
angles of lnoidence for nominally comparable data points. It is clear, however, 
from the example shown in Fig.lib that the effects are very small. The effects 

of/ 
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of the Reynolds number varxtion on the lift (Fig.2b) and pitching moment 
(Fig.3b) at CL for which the results are considered applicable to full scale 

are merely changes in the level of the cuI?Tes , presumably due to different 
boundary lsyer displacement effects. The differences are more marked at high 
CL under conditions where this is a laminar boundary layer-shock wave interaction. 

5.7 Af = 0.86 

At this M, the main shock is formed well back on the section at each 
station. A forward shock forms at the inner station eventually and moves back 
quite slowly with increase in CL, being near the crest when the flow starts to 
separate at the trailing edge, even with the aft transition band. 

In contrast to lower speeds, the trading&edge pressure at rl = 0.438 
&verges to C 2 

P 
-0.10 while that at the other stations remains positive. It 

then becomes slightly less negative with increasing CL before diverging further 

after divergence at the other stations. 

The first divergence at rl = 0.438 occurs with the aft roughness 
band at a condition where the transition IS induced by the forward shock well 
ahead of the roughness band and of the transition position needed for .e correct 
representation of the full scale boundary lsyer thickness at the trailing edge. 
The boundary layer at thus station is therefore unavoidably too thxk and this 
trailing edge pressure divergence ~111 not be completely representative of 
full scale. The partial recovery from the divergence as CL is increased and as 
the forward shock and transiticn position move back is an indication of the 
sensitivity to boundary lwer thickness and suggests that at full scale, trailing 
edge separation at this station would not ooour at much lower CL than it does 
outboard. 

The pressure distributions for CL z 0.64 (Fig.12b) show that with 
the aft roughness bend, the shook et '1 = 0.80 has moved forward sufficiently 
for the roughness to be in the shock wave-boundary layer interaction region. 
This appears to be just true at 51 = 0.60 as well. The shapes of the 
CL - a and C - C m II curves beyond about CL = 0.60 are therefore liable to 
be more favourable than at full scale. 

At CL L- 0.75, the oomparxon of pres,sure distributions with the 
aft roughness band and with no roughness band on the top surface (Fig.120) shows 
a more rearward shock posltion at both ? = 0.60 and ? = 0.80 wnnth the aft 
bend. This effect is referred to in the discussion 3f results for M = 0.80 

5.8. M = 0.88 

Pressure distributions shown in Fig.1 are for the aft upper surface 
roughness band only. At CL = 0.206 (Fig.13a there are suction peaks near the 
fron of the upper surface and the adverse gradients behind these at ? = 0.438 
and ? = 0.60 are probably sufficient to fix trar.sition*. A poorer trailing 
edge pressure recovery at these stations than at ? = 0.80 and a convergence 
of CL - a ourves for the various transition bands around this cL tend to 

____________________----------------------------------------------------~~~~~~~~- 
* Simdar peaks were present at M = 0.86, CL 5- 0.27 (Fig.12a) but, to 

avoid excessive repetition, they were not discussea. 
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support this suggestlon. However, at this CL, the adverse effects, relative to 
full scale, of the upper surface boundary layer being too thick are probably 
small compared with corresponding effects on the lower surface. Here, the usual 
distribution over the rear of the sectlon associated with "rear loading" has 
been lost by boundary layer separation effects. 

With a lower surface boundary layer representative of full scale, a 
condition which could be approached but not reached by testing with a further back 
roughness band, this effect would be expected only at lower CL. However, for 
CL below about 0.05, an aft band on the lower surface would be no use since 
transltlon would be fued well forward by the adverse gradlent behlnd a suction 
peak (sxmilar to those shown for M = 0.92 in Fig.15a). 

At CL = 0.465 (Fig.lJa) the results should 1x1 general be very close 
to full scale. The leading edge peaks appear too small to fix transltlon so, 
over most of the upper surface, the condltlons specified earlier for good 
sunulation are approximately satufled. (The exceptlons are small areas very 
near the root and tip where the boundary layer will be too thxk. These are 
likely to affect only the precise shape of curves very near to the breaks. 
Transition will be farther forward at these positions than over most of the span 
because of the forward shock new the root and the positlon of the roughness band 
near the tip). The lower surface boundary layer will be too thick but there is 
no rear separation here and the pressure distribution ahead of the shook makes 
the shock posltion insensitive to boundary layer conditions. The experimental 
values of a and cm for CL near thu condition would be Influenced by the 
excess lower surface boundary layer thickness, so more positive values of both 
would be expected full scale. 

At CL = 0.573 and 0.663 (Fig.ljb) the same remarks apply as for 

5 = 0.465 except that there may be a small part of the span near '1 = 0.6 

where the top surface boundary layer is still laminar or transltlonal at the start 
of the shock wave-boundary layer interactIon region. Sznce on either side of 
this narrow area there is a thin turbulent layer ahead of the shock and the 
critxal area of the wing IS further outboard this lamlnar interaction, if 
present, probably has little overall effect, 

5.9 M = 0.90 

At this Mach number the features ducussed at M = 0.88 are mostly 
present in a more extreme form, except that the shocks are far enough back to 
avoid any laminar interactions in the test range with the aft band. 

The lower surface separations at low CL result 1x1 low lift curve 
slope and ssvers static instabillty (tail off at least) but it must be 
remembered that the lower surface boundary layer 1s "overfixed" so that CL 
below which these phenomena occur would be reduced at full scale. 

5.10 M = 0.92 

At low CL the pressure distrlbutlons (Flg.l5a) show separated flow at 

the rear of both wing surfaces. The forward movement of the lower surface shock 
on the outer wing as CL is reduced appears to "freeze" between 460 and 5@0 

presumably/ 
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presumably because of the rapid reduction in Kach number ahead of It as It mcves 
forward. For the range ever which the shock posltxon is sensltlve to CL it 
1s presumably also sensitive to the boundary layer condltlon. However, at least 
for CL less than about zero, tests with a farther back roughness bana on the 
lower surface would be rendered misleading and of little add.ztuxx.1 value because 
transltlon would be fixed at the outboard sections by the adverse gradlent behuxl 
the leading edge peak. 

Most of the upper surface pressure drstrlbutions shon about 5s chord 
ddference in shock posltlon with the drfferent roughness bands, l.e,, less 
sensltlvity to boundary layer thukness than results at lower M with a rear 
separation. In addition the shock movement with CL is slow. The main 
exceptIon is on the outer station at high CL when the pressure distribution 

ahead of the shock is almost a roof top. 

Otherwise the flow is accelerating as It approaches the shock and the 
relative lnsensltivity of shock posltlon to both CL and boundary layer 
thickness has the same cause as the lower surface "freeze" discussed above. 

6. Concluslcns 

The pressure distributions measured at three stations on the mug 
develop with Mach number and incidence m a sunilar manner to those measured m 
corresponding sectlon tests. The man features of the development occur at 
lower M at the planform kink station than farther outboard, showing that for 
this station on this wing the combuxd effects of the planform kink and the root 
correspond qualitatively to a lower effective sweepback. 

At conditions where shock strength or adverse pressure gradxnts are 
sufflclent to induce separation, the development of the regions of separated flow 
and the associated lift and pitching moment behaviour are very sensitive to the 
transition flxlng technique. In order to predict full scale lift and pitching 
moment break boundaries end the behaviour beyond them, it is important where 
posszble to satisfy the conditions that the boundary layer is turbulent ahead 
of the main shook and that the boundary layer at the trailing edge is correctly 
scaled. At the Reynolds numbers of these tests, the latter implIes lamu~~- flow 
to about 0.45~. 

The two upper surface roughness bands used in these tests are the 
extremes of a useful range. At least for M 2 0.78, the forward bend gives lift 
and pitching moment breaks at too low a CL and the breaks are generally too 
gentle. It is, however, needed for detennlnation of drag at CL below 
separation boundaries and for absolute values of Cm and a ever a large part 
of the M, CL range. 

Apart from being farther forward zt the tip to keep ahead of a curved 
shock front, the rear band was about ln the right place to satisfy the above 
conditions for good representatun of full scale behavlcur, except that 

(i) for Mach numbers below hl = 0.82 and perhaps at M = 0.82, the 
main shock wave was too far forward for the band to fix transltlon 
ahead of it and, for the some reason, one cannot reach far beyond 
the lift and pitching moment breaks at M = 0.84 and M = 0.86, 

(ii)/ 
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(4 under some condituxx a leadzng edge peak or a forward shock prevents 
a long run of lamrnar flow. 

%here (i) only, above, applies, but the main shock 1s fauly well back, 
it would be possible to do a series of tests mth varying trensltion band 
positions, all suffxiently forward to fix transition ahead of the main shock and 
to make a reasonable extrapolation to full scale, The bands on both surfaces 
should be moved together to reduce effects of dlfferentlal transltlon movements 
on cm and 0~ for a given CL0 

l7here transItion occurs naturally ahead of a roughness band any further 
movement of the band is generally useless. However, on this wing the separations 
tend to spread in from near the tip so transItIon ahead of the band on the inner 
wing has little effect on lift break boundaries. 
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